The real: Germany
Germany country profile

“ I want us to be a secure, prosperous, tolerant country –
a magnet for international talent and a home to the
pioneers and innovators who will shape the world ahead.”
The above ambitions of German Chancellor Angela Merkel are quickly becoming truth. Businesses
from around the world are looking to make the most of Germany’s enviable economic track record
and its quality innovations that are traded around the world.
As the geographical and aspirational heart of Europe, Germany has a thriving and unique business
culture. If you are looking to invest in this country, which happens to have the fourth largest economy
in the world, it’s important you understand German business etiquette to succeed.
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“Being time-conscious, direct
and placing a high value
on expertise is a hallmark
of German business. Given
the power of the German
economy, I’m glad to see the
pipeline of clients looking
to grow their businesses in
such a sophisticated market
undiminishing. Given my
role within the International
Subsidiary Banking team, I
take great pride in the fact
that the companies we’ve
helped invest in and trade
with Germany are enjoying
much success.”

Top Tips for Working with the Germans
Before you visit or start negotiations, it’s key to know how to
develop business and where to invest your time while in Germany.
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Here are some top tips to ensure you and your team enjoy fruitful
and profitable negotiations with your German counterparts:

One Chance for a First Impression
Demonstrating your expertise will go a long
way towards building your credibility. Do your
homework, have current stats at your fingertips,
reveal your academic credentials and know the
technical details on the subject at hand to show
you’re at the top of your game. What’s the point?
Being succinct, direct and to the point is
appreciated in German meetings and negotiations,
as is emotional detachment from the subject at
hand. Objectivity is a highly rated virtue. Showing
you have integrity, trustworthiness and your

product/service performs as promised will score
points, especially when backed by empirical
evidence. Don’t expect much small talk as the
goal is to get straight down to business.
Dress to Impress
Dark business suits and nice shoes for women
and men count for a lot, as German offices tend
towards conservative palettes and formality. Even
on weekends, Germans tend to look smart, usually
with a structured jacket, so check you match the
level of formality should you be joining any out-ofoffice functions with your counterparts.

Experience on-the-ground

Germany country profile

“Details, details and more details”
We’d held numerous conference calls with
this possible new distributor in Germany
for our fan heaters, but six months on we
still weren’t sure we were speaking the
same language.
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As CEO, I went to Hamburg with my
Chief Marketing Officer to get to know
them better, find out more about the retail
accounts they would target and make
sure we were on the same page in terms
of what sales they could help us achieve
in the country.
What I hadn’t expected was the appetite
for the small details about our product:

how was it engineered? Where did we
source the built-in thermostat? How many
hours of testing had we done in our lab to
be able to ensure it was safe?
Thankfully, I was able to extend the trip
by two more days to get past the product
performance questions and get some
answers about the market and customers.
Had I known this would be the real
focus of our visit, I’d have planned it very
differently. My CMO is still recovering
from the experience and
at least we’re all a lot wiser for the
next visit.

Office life

Time After Time
Being on time is considered the mark
of politeness and conscientiousness,
so ensure any travel or other delays are
factored in before you set off for your
meetings. As for deadlines, what matters
most is the project is done well rather
than fast with a long-term view on the
expected results. While it may take some
time to hear if your pitch gets the green
light – with wide consultations on your
proposal – once the decision is made, it
is rarely reversed as each point will have
been examined and queried in great detail.
Therefore, expect many follow up calls
and meetings to lend context and clarity.

Let’s Do A Deal
Negotiations are serious business in
Germany with your counterparts ready
to unpack the details and extremely
well-prepped. Knowing the technical
stats about your product/service
quality, performance, customers,
warranties, sales channels and pricing
will be expected. If in doubt, best to
bring one of your technical team to
augment your knowledge and impress
your prospects. Respecting the
decision-making hierarchy is critical,
which will be revealed upon asking as
directness is a signature characteristic
of Germans in business.

Giving and Receiving Feedback
Getting the job done is what really counts,
as pay and rising up the organisation are
dependent upon the successful delivery
of tasks as an individual, not necessarily
as a team. You’re unlikely to hear many
compliments on your work as they’re
unexpected and rarely given. Where you
have a complaint or criticism, focus directly,
objectively and in detail on the problem at
hand without softening it at the start with a
positive remark.
Teamwork
In Germany, a team is usually a group of
experts typically of the same rank with its
leader acting as the driver and progress
reporter against a specific goal and task.
Demonstrating analytical thinking and the
articulation of facts in a linear, structured
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way is appreciated by the team with its
members focused on their individual
performance under their direct control since
mistakes and failures come with sanctions.
Presentations
Your German audience will expect you to
demonstrate expertise, clarity and data
points in order to reinforce their view of your
competence. Succinct bullet points and an
on-time start and end will put your audience
at ease.

Want to know more?
For specific details of the German legal,
tax, labour, finance sector and other
aspects of the economy, read our Doing
Business in Germany country guide.

